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About This Content

This content adds a costume for the Handler to Monster Hunter: World. You can access it from the Housekeeper menu in Your
Room.
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Title: Monster Hunter: World - The Handler's Busy Bee Dress
Genre: Action
Developer:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
CAPCOM Co., Ltd.
Franchise:
Monster Hunter
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, 3.20GHz or AMD FX™-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x (VRAM 2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound (DirectX® 9.0c)

Additional Notes: 1080p/30fps when graphics settings are set to "Low"

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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This is an insult towards the original game. They took a really nice concept and a fun game (that definitely needed some
modernizing but didnt need any changin in other aspects) and stripped it down to a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
mobile game. There is almost no challenge, the sound concept is nice in the first place, but doesnt compare to the old one an
dgets really unnerving after some time and finally there is almost no content. You are through in less than 4-5 hours, also a result
of the mobile makeover.

Its just a fraction of what the original was and definitely not worth the full price, maybe for like a buck when its on sale.. Do
NOT get this expansion. While it add a hell lot of gameplay interesting gameplay mechanic, such as raising kid and the way of
life ( i love way of life tbh) the abilities to edit or create your own strategy as well as edit specialties , the option to abdicate and
allowing the ai to take over (i assume since i can't really get the game working for me), the ability to have private elite troop to
take into battle and bypassing the 100k cap , along to what i assume is the option to transfer troop to another city. It also will
guarantees to break a metric \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 load of thing, well graphic side that is. One problem that keep popping
up for me is how utterally slow the game run at, and b4 you comment "oh its probably cuz you dont have enough
ram\/cpu\/gpu\/blahblah, i have an i7 7800 with a 1050 ti and 32gp of ram, more than enough to run this game on max setting.
Another common problem i ran into often is that i keep constantly crashing the moment i loaded a save and with no other way
that i know of to fix that , i keep having to start a new game all over. The ui system doesn't really improve much from the base
game, if anything its even worse, since click and exiting out of menu take so much longer, and if you play a single session long
enough, you start to notice when you zoom out that there are white patches to where the mountain\/valley\/city should be. Hell
one game i somehow manage to make it so that the back ground detail wont load even after i go back to an earlier save forcing
me to play with white patches of background everywhere.

To sumerize ? While the mechanic they added into this expansion pack truly enhance the game to a whole new other level
literally in some case, i feel as if some of them should've been present in the base game already. But the amount of graphical
error i have encounter, really turn me off. Sadly i can't get a refund for this expansion pack (sorry i mean 'puk') cuz i have spend
way to much time trying to get it to work :s. tl;dr dont get it if you can't stand game breaking graphic bugs, if you dont care
about it cool, more power to you. I like this game. The music is pretty cool!. I enjoyed this game. I played it through twice (so I
could play the 2nd mode).
The achievement problem persists so if you haven't gotten an achievement for a while (even if you got one or two initially)
consider reinstalling the game early.

Play this if you're looking for a neat little story that will last you 2-3 hours.
Some depth of storytelling, but not too heavy.. only about an hour in but i am genuinely enjoying myself. sure, the graphics arent
the best but they are pretty damn good considering you can also play this game on your mobile phone. its a little grind-y but i
dont mind that in a game. it seems like there are some really cool things to find, do, and craft as you level up and i havent
encountered anything buggy so far. the game is exactly what one would expect- i feel like every negative review is just people
who were expecting more.. I like the concept. At the beggining things might look a bit messy.
Took me a while to find out what I was actually doing and learn every class ability or how it could help me achieve my
objective.

So, the robber team, they spawn close to the bank entrance and the deal is managing to steal an X amount of money before the
time runs out or the cops find and kill you. While you pretend to be a npc you can walk around the bank and use your class
abilities to help you out while trying to not be spoted performing certain actions that can give you away. Or you can just go wild,
put your mask on and start shooting.

The cops must find out who are the robbers and stop them before they steal the money. They also have abilities to choose from.
They can plant motion devices, plant secret cameras to help the team, also disguise as an NPC and alot more stuff.

After you die (either as cop or as a robber) you get to spectate the game in a really unique way, you spawn like a drone and and
are able to fly around and still communicate with the alive teammates. So, your job never really ends.

Theres a bunch of cool feautures both team have acess to and part of me still thinks I probably missed some cool stuff.
theres for sure alot of stuff to improve but that's why we here.
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I would really like to have some kind of minimap and know where my teammates are. Everytime I hear shooting, glass breaking
or any other alarming sound Im never sure where it comes from.
the shooting seems.. wonky... I never know if Im hitting anything at all.

I support.
. Great DLC, new missions and new maps for skirmish mode \/ multiplayer.

the only flaw of the game is the lag when there are many troops on the map ... this problem MUST be fixed. Got game 2 years
ago and installed it recently. When tried to launch I couldn't play this game in mania planet. And now I have to buy this game
again.

4/10

Good game overall but need to buy again.
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Shooting mummies over moving walkways, running from Frankenstein\u2019s monster hit the switch hit the switch Hit the God
damn switch. Climb this ladder down this pole up this ladder down this pole. This is by far the best game in existence and
everything else fails in comparison to its majesty.

1203 out of 10. Solid tower defense gameplay.
Branching storylines that suffer a little from localization and no voice acting.
Could be a lot more polished, but is actually pretty fun as is.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zppwFoQYdIY. I like Nightmare on Azathoth. It's an interesting survival game on a planet of darkness. Even
daylight doesn't reach the ground, as the creatures you face push away all light on the surface. The enemies are troublesome
without being ridiculous (except for the flying head) and are original in their simplicity (except for the flying head). I like the
resource management, I like the giant floating monster that summons enemies to attack you when it gets close enough, I like the
power system.

The only thing I don't like is the flying head monsters. It's not because they are annoying, it's not because they steadily glitch out
worse and worse, it's entirely because of the fact that the flying head monster's model comes from the updated version of the
game "Eyes - The Horror Game". This was a theft, as Eyes was made by a completely different person.

But, let's try and focus on being optimistic. Maybe it wasn't theft after all. Maybe Modesto Rabena got permission and used the
model. No idea. What I do know is that it means that they decided not to make something original for the game. Even a
different looking model would've sufficed.

In the end, I do recommand getting Nightmare on Azathoth. It's difficult in the beginning because of the lack of a tutorial but,
you learn quickly by doing things. Once you learn the game becomes significantly easier but, it will still take you time to
complete, and the longer it takes the harder it will get as The Silent Ones will become more numerous. It's a fun game, and I do
enjoy it. Just wish the flying head monster wasn't so suspicious.

Edit: Upon seeing my review, the developer took time to let me know that it wasn't theft, and that they will be making changes
to the flying head in both look and glitchiness. So now I recommand Nightmare on Azathoth even more, since the developer
seems willing to fix bugs and errors in the game as soon as they are caught!. I enjoyed the game-play a lot and the presentation is
really good.

If you want to jump in at current state of early access I feel that there is enough here to hold you over while more content is
being developed.

You can tell this is a huge passion project with such a small 1 - 2 person ream, the consistent art direction and quality of the
game at this stage is really impressive, a lot of work most have gone into this game and I really wish them all the success I feel
this game deserves.. rad is hot 10/10
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